
The study of this subject usually involves much emotion and passion. This tends to cloud the subject and even
sometimes contributes to the confusion and error associated with the study. Hopefully we can avoid those pitfalls
as we proceed.

Does the following passage forbid Christians to marry non-Christians?  The context:

11 ¶  We have spoken freely to you, Corinthians, and opened wide our hearts to you. 12  We are not withholding
our affection from you, but you are withholding yours from us. 13  As a fair exchange— I speak as to my
children— open wide your hearts also. 14  Do not be yoked together with unbelievers. For what do
righteousness and wickedness have in common? Or what fellowship can light have with darkness? 15  What
harmony is there between Christ and Belial? What does a believer have in common with an unbeliever? 16  
What agreement is there between the temple of God and idols? For we are the temple of the living God. As God
has said: "I will live with them and walk among them, and I will be their God, and they will be my people." 17
"Therefore come out from them and be separate, says the Lord. Touch no unclean thing, and I will receive
you." 18  "I will be a Father to you, and you will be my sons and daughters, says the Lord Almighty." 1 ¶  
Since we have these promises, dear friends, let us purify ourselves from everything that contaminates body and
spirit, perfecting holiness out of reverence for God.

Verses 11 -13 are included to establish to whom this instruction was given. Since this instruction was given to
the Corinthians in general and there are no limiting of qualifying passages elsewhere, it applied to all the
Corinthians. As the scriptures were written to all people for all time these verses apply to all of us today, i.e. all
Christians today must follow this command and not be yoked together with unbelievers.

Our analysis will include:
I) Definition of terms
II) Reason for the command, provided by the information following  for  immediately after the command.
III) What can we learn from the instructions to widows in 1 Corinthians 7:39?
IV) Conclusion
V) Some objections answered.

I) Definition of "do not be," "unequally yoked" and "unbelievers"

   "do not be"

I'm giving detail attention to this two word phrase (Mh ginesye) because it is very important to the
understanding of the whole context, especially the verse 17.  If you agree verse 14 is plainly a prohibition to enter
a specified relationship you might consider skipping this section and go directly to the definition of "unequally
yoked."

The Greek  Mh ginesye is translated variously as: 

ASV - Become not yoked with others —unbelievers, for
KJV - Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for
NKJV - Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers. For
NIV - Do not be yoked together with unbelievers. For
RSV - Do not be mismated with unbelievers. For
WEY - Do not come into close association with unbelievers, like oxen yoked with asses. For
YLT - Become not yoked with others —unbelievers, for
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Interlinear, Brown & Comfort - Do not become ...
Interlinear, Mounce & Mounce - Do not be ...
Interlinear, Marshall - Do not ye become ...
Interlinear, Berry  - Be not ...

This evidence indicates the main idea expressed here is: Christians should not enter into a certain relationship
defined by the following words and clauses. The important thing to remember: this is a warning against entering
into a specified relationship.

To strengthen this conclusion we have the testimony of the BDAG lexicon. This word is used 1181 time in the
New Testament and is divided into 10 categories, as shown in BDAG, pages 196-199. Each of these categories
imply a going into or becoming a partner in a special relationship as defined by the context. 

To repeat for emphasis this phrase is a prohibition against entering into a relationship!

   "unequally yoked"

The Greek word translated unequally yoked is eterozugountev.  This word only appears once in the New
Testament and also only once in the Septuagint, 

Leviticus 19:19.
ASV. 19 ¶  Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender (Gk. eterozugw) with a diverse kind:

thou shalt not sow thy field with two kinds of seed: neither shall there come upon thee a garment of two
kinds of stuff mingled together. 

NIV. 19 ¶  "’Keep my decrees. "’Do not mate (Gk. eterozugw) different kinds of animals. "’Do not plant your
field with two kinds of seed. "’Do not wear clothing woven of two kinds of material.

2 Corinthians 6:14
NIV.  Do not be yoked together (eterozugountev) with unbelievers.
ASV and KJV.   Be not unequally yoked (eterozugountev) with unbelievers:
NASB. Do not be bound together (eterozugountev) with unbelievers;

In English we sometimes take a noun, like jail , and  use it as a verb by adding a suffix i.e. jailed. That is exactly
what the Greek did in this case. The Greek for the noun for yoke is zugov. By changing the ending we get
zugountev, meaning yoked. Therefore we have,

etero (other, odd, contrast) + zugov (yoke) + untev (new ending) =  eterozugountev (unequally yoked).

Yoked simply means "confinement or restriction of action by being tied to something." Unequally yoked means
two unequal things tied together.  

In our context what are the two unequal things that are forbidden to be tied together?  The Corinthians and
unbelievers! We must now define unbelievers.
   
Definition of unbelievers
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Since a believer is one who accepts something as true or real, then an unbeliever is one who does not accept
something as true or real. Once the object of the belief is defined, we are all in one camp or the other because the
neutral or uncertain person does not accept the object as true, therefore he is in the camp of unbelievers.

The word unbeliever(s) is used 11 times in the NIV outside our context.

Luke 12:46  The master of that servant will come on a day when he does not expect him and at an hour he is not aware of. He
will cut him to pieces and assign him a place with the unbelievers.

Romans 15:31  Pray that I may be rescued from the unbelievers in Judea and that my service in Jerusalem may be acceptable to
the saints there,

1 Corinthians 6:6  But instead, one brother goes to law against another— and this in front of unbelievers!
1 Corinthians 7:15  But if the unbeliever leaves, let him do so. A believing man or woman is not bound in such circumstances;

God has called us to live in peace.
1 Corinthians 10:27  If some unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want to go, eat whatever is put before you without raising

questions of conscience.
1 Corinthians 14:22  Tongues, then, are a sign, not for believers but for unbelievers; prophecy, however, is for believers, not for

unbelievers.
1 Corinthians 14:23  So if the whole church comes together and everyone speaks in tongues, and some who do not understand or

some unbelievers come in, will they not say that you are out of your mind?
1 Corinthians 14:24  But if an unbeliever or someone who does not understand comes in while everybody is prophesying, he will

be convinced by all that he is a sinner and will be judged by all,
2 Corinthians 4:4  The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel of the

glory of Christ, who is the image of God.
2 Corinthians 6:15  What harmony is there between Christ and Belial? What does a believer have in common with an

unbeliever?
1 Timothy 5:8  If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has denied the faith and

is worse than an unbeliever.

In each of these examples the group defined as unbeliever(*) is a person who does not accept The Gospel as
being true. Because of this consistency and the absence of any contextual evidence to the contrary we must
conclude the unbelievers in our text means any and all those who do not accept the Gospel as defined by the
New Testament, i.e. Galatians 1:6-9, Romans 1:16, 16:25-26, 2 Timothy 3:16-17. 

We have additional help in our definition from what follows the word unbelievers. The very next word is for
(gar), it is used to express cause, inference, continuation or to explain what precedes. Please note the
repetition and consistency as Paul through the Holy Spirit tells us why we should not be yoked with unbelievers:

II) Reason for the command

                RELATIONSHIP                           CHRISTIANS DESCRIBED AS:             UNBELIEVERS DESCRIBED AS: 

What    fellowship (partnership)      have       righteousness             and        iniquity (lawlessness)?               Or 

What    communion  (fellowship)     has              light                    with                darkness?                         And 
What    concord (harmony)              has             Christ                   with          Belial?  (the devil)                   Or 
What    portion (part)                      has           a believer                with             an unbeliever?                     And 
What    agreement                           has       a temple of God          with                   idols?

There are two groups, Christians and unbelievers and a relationship between the two that is forbidden. The two
groups cannot be tied together because:
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with group two:

iniquity (lawlessness)?, 
darkness, 
Belial? (the devil), 
an unbeliever, 
idols

and therefore cannot have:

fellowship (partnership)                
communion  (fellowship)               
concord (harmony) 
portion (part of)  
agreement

group one is:

righteousness
of the light
of Christ
a believer
a temple of God

What two groups can be included in this command: do not be unequally yoked?  Many groups could be
discussed, debated and included or excluded based on the evidence, but who could deny that group one includes
Christians (v. 16 For we are the temple of the living God. As God has said: "I will live with them and walk among them, and I
will be their God, and they will be my people"). The second group must include non-Christians, verified especially by
the fourth description of believer vs. unbeliever? In the New Testament believer is always the same as Christian
and unbeliever is always equal to non-Christian.

What relationship between any two people can be described as: fellowship (partnership), communion, concord
(harmony), portion (part of), agreement? Maybe we could include many different relationships and maybe debate
including many others, but that is not the question. Can marriage be included in the relationship described here?
In truth, can marriage be excluded from the relationship herein described? Is it possible that anyone could read
these descriptions and say "marriage is not included in the relationships described by the holy Spirit in these
verses?"

Jesus said in Matthew 19:4-6 
"Haven't you read that at the beginning the Creator 'made them male and female,' [Genesis 1:27] and said,
‘For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one
flesh’? [Genesis 2:24] 6  So they are no longer two, but one. Therefore what God has joined together, let man
not separate." 

Notice in verses 4 and 5 Jesus quotes from the Old Testament. The end of verse 5 is the end of that quotation.
Verse 6 is a continuation of the quotation from Jesus but not contained in the Genesis account, implying that
verse 6 is an additional comment, or commentary, on what Moses wrote. This last description by Jesus is very
important.

Add to this Paul's description of marriage in Ephesians 5:20 ff. and we get a clear understanding of the
expression "they are no longer two, but one." How could becoming one with a unbeliever in marriage be
acceptable to God when everything in Christianity, especially 2 Corinthians 6:14-18, tells us we must be in the
world but not of the world! 

Could any thinking Christian attribute to God the totally illogical position of accepting Christians becoming one
with non-Christians in marriage, but then forbidding them to be "unequally yoked to unbelievers" in some less
influential way?

III) What can we learn from the instructions to widows in 1 Corinthians 7:39?

A wife is bound by law as long as her husband lives; but if her husband dies, she is at liberty
to be married to whom she wishes, only in the Lord. (NKJV)
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This is very plain.  Any widow may marry anyone she wishes, but only if he is a Christian.  I have never heard a
creditable alternative to this simple interpretation. This one verse has a great dealt to do with our understanding
of our passage in 2 Corinthians 6:14.  It would be totally inconsistent to allow the first marriage to be to a
unbeliever and yet limit the second marriage only to a Christian. This verse adds weight to all the information
given above and provides unity  and closure on the Bible teaching on this subject.

IV) Conclusion 

We have proven beyond a reasonable doubt, Paul is here commanding Christians not to marry non-Christians.
Many other relationship might be discussed and debated, i.e. business partnerships, legal co-ownerships, etc.
These discussions might be interesting and even profitable, but not a part of our subject. 

If this conclusion is not correct then consider the only other alternative:

IF MARRIAGE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS PROHIBITION, THEN CERTAIN BUSINESS AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE

FORBIDDEN, ... BUT MARRIAGE, THE CLOSEST MOST INFLUENTIAL OF ALL HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS IS NOT FORBIDDEN! 

To think that God would protect his children from being yoked with certain influential members of society
because these might lead His children away from the truth, yet not protect them from the MOST
INFLUENTIAL of all human relationship is so illogical and inconsiderate as to be inconsiderable.

Some have asked:  "If you sin and become yoked then what?"  If a Christian marries a unbeliever, they are then
married! They must the follow God's law for married couples when only one is a Christian, 1 Corinthians 7:8-16,
1 Peter 3:1-7, etc.

V) Some Objections answered.

In all my years of discussing this subject I have only heard two objections to the conclusion just stated:
1)  "I know several people who are Christian today, because they, as a non-Christian, married a Christian.
2) Verse 17  "come out from among them." This would contradict other passages on remaining married.

1) I, too, know Godly Christians who were unbelievers when they married a Christian. I thank God for every
soul saved!!!  Praise God for His love for us and His ability and desire to work for good in all things for those
who love him, Romans 8:28. Because this is a very emotional subject, some may imply bad results from, or bad
motives for, reaching the conclusion proved above. Our conclusion in no way implies less love for any saved
soul, by whatever method the truth came. If through a Christian spouse then GREAT! We praise God for the
Christian who influenced the spouse and for the new Christian who followed Christ in baptism!

But to be strictly logical, the fact of a saved soul following the an action not in keeping with our passage in no
way effects the actual teaching of this passage in 2 Corinthians 6:14. Any person whose heart will be softened to
the point of obedience will be given an opportunity to obey, as exemplified by the Ethiopian eunuch, the
Philippian jailer, Cornelius and many others in scriptures. We are happy for, and proud of, any Christian who
influences another to obey God. We are likewise most happy to accept any new Christian however he received
the Good News!!
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We must remember this particular objection ignores the many, many Christians who are lead astray by their
non-Christian spouses. This fact is also more evidence for the wisdom of God's plain and simple teaching in our
passage. Most single Christians cannot possibly understand how close the marriage relationship is, and the extent
of influence of every spouse on the other!! There is simply no way to understand this relationship until
experienced!!  That is why the Bible tells us about this partnership in detail, ex. Ephesians 5:22-33, Colossians
3:18-21, 2 Corinthians 6:14, etc.

Yes, I know many single Christians think they know all about it!  But their thinking does not change the fact, that
they don't!!!  I've never met or even heard of a spouse, after a few years of marriage, say their understanding of
the marriage relationship before marriage was complete and correct, or even close to being adequate. God
planned Love to be so strong and mutually influential because we need all the help we can get to live a joyous
life pleasing to God. God plan is always best!!

2)  v. 17 "Therefore come out from them and be separate, says the Lord. Touch no unclean thing, and I will receive you. 18  I
will be a Father to you, and you will be my sons and daughters, says the Lord Almighty." 

It is said our passage does not include marriage because if marriage is included then "we are told here to leave
our spouse" which contradicts other scriptures which tell us to remain married to our first spouse, Matthew
19:4-9, 1 Corinthians 7:12-14, etc.

This position is incorrect for three reasons:

1) This misunderstanding can only be achieved if we completely ignore the context, i.e. verses 14-16. The
context is clearly talking about not entering into a relationship. This context gives us no information about what
to do if we fail to follow the instructions in verse 14 and then become yoked with an unbeliever. Verse 17 is
simply in harmony with the context saying "come our from among the unbelievers so that we will not be yoked to
any of them!"  Look at the very next sentence: "Touch no unclean thing and I will receive you." Touch no
unclean thing is present tense, i.e. NOW, as you are, touch no unclean thing! Not "come out from you current
unscriptural relationship" and then touch no unclean thing. The context plainly is talking to Christians who have
not yet been unequally yoked. This is clear from the beginning of the context, verse 14. Verse 17 is just a
continuation of the subject started in verse 14, saying "come out from among them so that you will not be
tempted to be yoked with any unbeliever."  If this conclusion is not true then where is the word or group of
words that change the subject from those who are not yet yoked to those Christians who are presently yoked to
unbelievers?

2) Also note verse 17 starts with Therefore. This word means that the information just previous to this word is
the reason for what follows, i.e. come out from them. All the information in verses 14 - 16 in the reason for the
statement. But all these verses are speaking to Christians who have not yet been yoked with unbelievers! We can
only conclude that verse 17 is also written to Christians who have not yet been yoked with unbelievers. The true
meaning of verse 17 is to come out from among the unbelievers in order not to be tempted to be yoked to them. 

v. 17 "Therefore come out from them and be separate, says the Lord. Touch no unclean thing, and I will receive you. 18  I will
be a Father to you, and you will be my sons and daughters, says the Lord Almighty."

3) The objector says verse 17 is telling those who are unequally yoked to come out from that relationship and
touch no unclean thing, but it is acceptable to God to become one, through marriage, with the unclean thing we
are not supposed to touch!! 
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Please dear God give us a greater love for the truth, so that the curse of 2 Thessalonians 2:10-12 does not befall
us!

Submitted in Christian love, eagerly seeking any comments, questions or criticisms.     Cliff Baird
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